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Abstract 

The impurity mode and vi mode driven by impurity ions with outwardly peaked density 

profiles, just as it is at the boundary of tokamak plasmas, and the ion temperature gradient, 

respectively, are studied in high temperature toroidal plasmas. The gyrokinetic theory is 

applied and finite Larmor radius effects of both hydrogenic and impurity ions are included. 

It is found that the impurity mode is enhanced by the ion temperature gradient. In ad- 

dition, the impurity ions with outwardly peaked density profiles are demonstrated to have 

destabilizing effects on the vi mode. These two modes are strongly coupled to each other 

so that it is impossible to distinguish between them when both the driving mechanisms are 

strong enough to drive the corresponding mode unstable independently. The correlation of 

the results with nonlinear simulations and the experimental observations are discussed. 

PACS Nos.: 52.35.Kt, 52.35.Qz, 52.25.V~ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An impurity mode is driven unstable in plasmas where the impurity density profile is 

outwardly peaked while the hydrogenic ion and electron densities are inwardly peaked, just 

as it is at the boundary of tokamak plasmas, even without the ion temperature gradient.' 

This mode has been studied in a sheared slab magnetic field under the approximations that 

the radial wavelength of the eigenmode is much longer than the ion gyroradius (IC,pi < 

1) and that the response of the impurity ions are fluid-like (Vi < w/k11).2 Recently, the 

impurity mode is considered to account for the energy transport in plasma periphery and 

the isotope effect on the energy confinement in tokamak p l a ~ m a s . ~ - l ~  In most of these early 

studies of the impurity mode, however, the ion temperature gradient is neglected, that is, 

the approximation qi = L,~ /LT~  = dlnq/dlnni N 0 is used. The effects of finite ion 

temperature gradient on the impurity mode need to be studied in detail. 

On the other hand, it is widely believed that the ion temperature gradient (ITG or qi) 

mode turbulence is responsible for the anomalous energy transport experimentally observed 

in tokamak plasmas. Extensive investigations have been carried out, experimentally and 

theoretically, to understand the anomaly of the thermal energy conductivity with ITG tur- 

bulence theory in tokamak ~ l a s m a s . ~ - ' ~  Based on the fact that fusion plasmas are not pure 

single element plasmas composed of electrons and one kind of ions only, say hydrogen or 

deuterium, rather, they are usually composed of mixture of ionic elements, the effects of 

second ion species (impurity) on the ITG mode are studied intensively in recent ~ e a r s . ~ O * ~ ~ * ' ~  

It is found that impurity ions have stabilizing or destabilizing effects on the ITG mode 

depending on that the density profile of the impurity ions is outwardly peaked or inwardly 

peaked. Neither the stabilizing nor destabilizing effect is negligible for the tokamak plasma 

. ' pararheter xegirnes-,off interest ....,The. ,s@bi!izing effects of impurities on the ITG mode are 
>. ~ . I . I  ~ 1 . .  
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studied in detail with toroidal gyrokinetic theory in Ref. 10. 

The destabilizing effects of the impurities on the ITG mode, however, have only been 

studied with simplified m ~ d e l s . ' ~ J ~ ~ ' ~  A more complete theory with all dynamics of both the 

hydrogenic ions and impurity ions included has to be applied in such studies in order to make 

quantitative comparison with experimental observations or to provide reliable benchmark for 

nonlinear simulations. 

Furthermore, the correlation of the impurity mode and the ITG mode has to be studied. 

One of the interesting issues is to identify the more dangerous one between these two modes 

for a given set of plasma parameters. This goal can only be achieved with the eigenvalue 

approach since the initial value method always follows the mode with maximum growth rate 

without identifying the driving mechanism. 

It is first demonstrated explicitly in Ref. 10 that the effects of the impurity ions on the 

ITG mode depend not only on the dilution of the main ions but also on the density profile 

and the dynamics of the impurity ions as well, and that the impurity effects on the ITG mode 

are significant for plasma parameters of interest, so that it is important to take such effects 

into account when experimental results are analyzed with qi mode theory. The same integral 

dispersion equation for low frequency toroidal drift modes is used to study the impurity mode 

and the Vi mode in this work. Here, the effects of finite q on the impurity mode and the 

negative impurity density gradient on the ITG mode, and the relationship between these 

two modes are emphasized for toroidal tokamak plasmas. 

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. I1 the integral dispersion 

equation, including second ion species, for toroidal plasmas is presented and explained for 

completeness. In Sec. I11 the numerical results are described. The relationship between the 

results obtained in this work and in earlier papers and experiments are discussed in Sec. IV. 

Section V is devoted to the conclusions of this study. 
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11. INTEGRAL DISPERSION EQUATION IN TOROIDAL 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

The integral gyrokinetic equationg for the study of low frequency drift modes, such as 

the impurity mode and qi mode, is extended to include impurity species in this section. The 

curvature and magnetic gradient drifts w ~ ( v t ,  vi, 0) of both hydrogenic and impurity ions 

are considered. The ballooning representation is used so that the mode coupling due to the 

toroidicity of the tokamak magnetic configuration is taken into account. The full ion transit 

lcllvll and finite Larmor radius effects are retained for both hydrogen and impurity. The ion 

bouncing is neglected and the electron response is assumed to be adiabatic for simplicity. 

The integral dispersion equation derived in Ref. 9 is easily written as follows, after being 

extended to include a second ion species 

where 

with 
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(5 + 1) (sin e - sin 0’) - S(8 COS B - 8’ cos e’) 
(e  - el) 

i2en 
Ti 

a = 1 + -w*,r 

kl = k i  +- k2,  k’? = k i  + kI2, 

Lne 27202 mz L . - -  Lne 
n0e  mi Lni ’ Lnz 

Le, = -. f,=-, p = -  , et - 

The quantities k ,  k‘ and ke are normalized to pcl = Ri/vti = e B / c d m ,  x is normalized 

to p i ,  and I j ( j  = 0 , l )  is the modified Bessel function of order j .  The symbols with subscript 

“i” or without stand for the primary ion species (hydrogenic ions) while that with ‘‘z” and 

“e” stand for the second ion species and electrons, respectively, throughout this paper. 

In addition, all the symbols have their usual meanings such as the Ln’s p e  the density 

scale lengths, no’s are the unperturbed densities, LT’S are the temperature scale lengths, q is 
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the safety factor, s  ̂= ~ d q / q d r  is the magnetic shear and w*, = CkeTe/eBL,e is the electron 

diamagnetic drift frequency. z is the charge number of impurity ions, m's and T's are the 

species' mass and temperature, respectively. The derivation and detailed explanation of the 

equation are given in Ref. 9 and not repeated here. 

It has to be mentioned before starting to solve Eq. (1) that not all the parameters are 

independent. This is because the quasineutrality condition holds in the plasmas studied 

here. This condition requires that 

Another constraint used in this work is that 

which holds under the assumption T~(T) = TZ(r). 

111. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Equation (1) has to be solved numerically and special attention must be paid to the 

logarithmic singularity at r = 0 when k = k'.9 The numerical technique for solving such a 

F'redholm integral equation of the second kind are standard and well do~umented,~ and will 

not be repeated in this work. 

The following reference parameters are used in this study unless otherwise stated: qi = 

3, fz  = 0.5, s  ̂= 1, Q = 2.5, E ,  = 0.3, ri = rz = 1, kepi = 1, Le, = -2. Hydrogen is considered 

the primary element except in Fig. 8 where deuterium is used. Lei and qz are calculated 

with Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively. 

A. Impurity mode 

An impurity mode can be driven unstable when there is a second ion species in the plasma 

and its density peaks opposite to the primary ion and electron densities.'p2y5 With opposing 
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density gradients, no ion temperature gradients are needed to drive this instability. 

1. Le, variation 

The characteristics of the impurity mode are clearly demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Shown 

in Fig. 1 are the normalized real frequency and growth rate variations with the ratio of density 

scale lengths Le, = LneoLnZ. The specific parameters are f, = 0 . 3 , ~ j  = 71, = O,en = 0.1. 

Neon with charge number z = 7, carbon, and oxygen are considered as impurity. The 

real frequency of the mode shifts to ion drift direction (being negative) and the growth 

rate increases when L e ,  becomes more negative (meaning that the impurity density profile 

becomes more outwardly peaked). The higher the charge number of the impurity ions, the 

higher the growth rate and real frequency of the impurity mode. The mode real frequency and 

growth rate are given in Fig. 2 as a function of Le, for Merent impurity charge concentration. 

The same parameters as that in Fig. 1 are used and oxygen is considered to be the impurity. 

The mode has a higher growth rate for a higher impurity charge concentration f, when the 

other parameters are the same, just as expected from a general physics consideration. It 

is worth pointing out, however, that this conclusion is only meaningful physically when the 

impurity charge concentration fi is not too high. The reason is that the density profile of the 

impurity ions are outwardly peaked, (LnZ < 0) and the density profiles of the primary ions 

and the electrons are inwardly peaked (Lne > 0, Lni > 0). The ion density scale length has 

to be unrealistically small in order to satisfy the quasineutrality condition if the impurity 

charge concentration is too high. For example, Lei = 28 for f, = 0.9 according to Eq. (3) if 

Le, = -2. 

2. Toroidicity effect 

The normalized real frequency and growth rate of the impurity mode versus the toroidicity 

parameter En = &/R are given in Fig. 3 for r]i = rl, = 0,q = 2.5,3.5, and 4.5. Carbon 
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(C) and oxygen (0) are considered. It is shown that the normalized real frequency (in the 

ion direction) increases with the toroidicity parameter en linearly, and is independent of 

the impurity ion species. The maximum growth rate appears around en = 0.3 for all the 

situations considered here. The mode growth rate is higher for a higher q value. Oxygen 

impurity may drive stronger instability than carbon impurity does for the same safety factor 

q = 2.5. 

3. Ion temperature gradient effect 

Shown in Fig. 4 are the normalized real frequency and growth rate of the impurity mode 

versus the ion temperature gradient parameter v i .  The parameters s^ = 0.5, kepi  = 0.65,1, 

and 1.45 are used. The real frequency is always negative for the v i  values from -1 to 3 and 

increases (in the ion direction) with the increase of v i .  A positive v i  has a destabilizing effect 

on the impurity mode while a negative vi is a stabilizing factor. A negative vi means that the 

primary ion temperature profile is outwardly peaked since electron and impurity ion density 

profiles are assumed to be inwardly and outwardly peaked, respectively, and the primary 

ion density profile cannot be outwardly peaked anymore according to the quasineutrality 

condition. This physical consideration will be discussed again in Sec. IV. 

4 .  Icepi spectrum 

The kepi spectrums of the impurity mode are given in Fig. 5 for v i  = 0,1, and 2. Carbon 

is considered as impurity, and s  ̂ = 0.5 is used. The real frequency increases with kepi 

monotonously while the growth rate has a peak around kepi  = 0.8. 

The peak of the growth rate shifts to small kepi slightly when v i  increases. The ion 

temperature gradient ( v i )  has destabilizing effects on the impurity mode over all the kepi 

region studied here. 
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B. Ion temperature gradient mode 

The numerical results for ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven mode in toroidal plasmas 

with outwardly peaked impurity density profile are presented in this subsection. The results 

for plasmas in shearless slab and sheared slab magnetic fields can be found in early studies.2J0 

1. Impurity charge concentration f, effects 

Shown in Fig. 6 are the variations of the ITG mode real frequency and growth rate with 

the impurity charge concentration fz for Icepi = 0.65,1, and 1.45. Carbon is considered as 

impurity. The real frequency and growth rate both increase monotonously with the impurity 

charge concentration f,. This is significantly different from the results for the plasmas of 

Le, > 0 where the real frequency decreases with f, and the growth rate has a minimum close 

to f, = 0.5 (see Fig. 4 of Ref. 10). This difference may be due to the fact that Lei = Le, = 1 

is assumed in Ref. 10 so that Lni = L,, = Lne are constant when fi increases. Here, however, 

L,i has to decrease in order to satisfy the quasineutrality condition when f, increases, just 

as discussed for Fig. 2. It may be concluded from these results that primary ion density 

gradient may have a destabilizing effect on ITG mode in plasmas with negative impurity ion 

density gradient. 

2. Le, variation 

The variations of ITG mode real frequency and growth rate with the ratio of the electron 

density scale length over the impurity density scale length Le, = L,e/Ln, are given in Fig. 7. 

The parameters are Ti = 3.3, ŝ  = 0.83, q = 1.5, en = 0.56, f, = 0.1,0.2, and 0.3. Neon with 

charge number z = 7 is considered as impurity. The results are similar to that given in Figs. 1 

and 2 for the impurity mode except that the ITG mode is unstable while impurity mode 

becomes stable when Le, reaches 0. It is clearly demonstrated here that a negative and a 
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positive impurity density gradient (outwardly and inwardly peaked impurity density profile) 

has destabilizing and stabilizing effects on the ITG mode in tokamak plasmas, respectively. 

Impurity ions wit-h flat density profile (Le, = 0) have a stabilizing effect on the mode due to 

the dilution of the main ions. This result has been obtained in an earlier study15 with local 

approximation and is repeated with full integral dispersion approach in this work. 

3. kepD spectrum 

The kepD spectrums of the ITG mode in a deuterium and carbon mixture plasma are 

presented in Fig. 8 for fz = 0.3, Le, = -2, -1, and 1. The mode rotates in the ion drift 

direction and the frequency increases with the decreasing of Lez. The maximum growth rate 

appears at kepi  - 0.55 for Le, = 1 while it shifts to kepi  - 0.8 for Le, = -2. The maximum 

growth rate for Le, = -2 is 6 times that for Le, = 1 and the unstable region of kepi for the 

former is much broader than that for the latter. The impurity ions with density peakness 

being opposite to that of the primary ions and the electrons have strong destabilizing effects 

on the ITG mode all over the kepi  region of interest. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

It has been reported4*16 that the impurity mode and the vi mode can both be unstable si- 

multaneously and there exist two unstable modes for some plasma parameters. These results 

are obtained with fluid or local approximation in a slab geometry. The more comprehensive 

kinetic calculations carried out in the present work yield one unstable mode only. In order 

to make a comparison with the earlier results, the local approximation is made to reduce 

Eq. (1) to the following formula in a toroidal magnetic configuration, 
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where 

and Vi and v, are the thermal velocity of the hydrogenic and impurity ions, respectively. 

The numerical results from Eq. ( 5 )  are given in Fig. 9 for the plasma paxarneters: vi = 

7,  f, = 0.5, ŝ  = 0.83,q = 1.5, Lei = Le, = 1, = 0 . 5 6 , ~  = rZ = 1, kll = l / q R , ~  = 10, and 
m,/mi = 20.18. For 0.35 5 kepi 5 0.6 there are two unstable modes while for 0.95 2 kepi > 

0.6 or kepi 6 0.35 one unstable root is found only. These results are confirmed with the 

Nyquist technique. The mode with higher growth rate rotates in the ion diamagnetic drift 

direction and is the conventional ITG mode of the primary or the impurity ions. Another 

mode with lower growth rate rotates in the electron direction. It is shown in Fig. 9(c) (the 

solid line) that this mode becomes stable when f, approaches 0 or 1, which means that this 

mode is driven by the interaction between the primary and the impurity ions. This mode 

may only be unstable in a small regime of kll value so that it is completely suppressed in the 

calculations with the integral equation. 
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An important issue has been left untouched although the impurity and ITG modes have 

been enormously investigated. That is: which mode, the impurity mode or the ITG mode, 

is more dangerous for plasmas with both a finite ion temperature gradient and a negative 

impurity density gradient. Efforts are made to address this issue in the present work. 

By comparing the results in Fig. 4 for qi = 3 with that in Fig. 6 for fi = 0.5, it is easy to 

find that they are the same for same kopi. This is not what had been expected before it was 

reached. Efforts have been made to find a second mode for the same set of parameters and 

failed. The impurity mode and the qi mode are strongly coupled to each other so that it is 

impossible to distinguish between them when both driving mechanisms are strong enough 

to drive the corresponding mode unstable independently. In other words, only one unique 

mode is driven unstable by the combination of these two driving forces. This is good for 

nonlinear simulations, which usually solve an initial value problem and can only follow the 

mode with maximum growth rate, since it is not necessary to worry about a second mode 

when such simulations are carried out. 

One of the major discrepancies between the conventional drift wave theories and experi- 

ments on the anomalous thermal transport in tokamak plasmas is that the energy conduc- 

tivity in the periphery is higher experimentally and lower theoretically than that in the core, 

respectively.* Such discrepancy is demonstrated once again by recent comprehensive com- 

par ison~'~ of nonlinear toroidal turbulence simulations with experiment where theoretical 

Xis increase in the radial direction until r / a  - 0.8 to the best. The simulations cannot 

provide satisfactory comparison beyond. Impurity mode has been proposed to overcome this 

theoretical o b ~ t a c l e . ~ ~ ~ * ~  It is demonstrated in this work that the impurity mode and the ITG 

mode are strongly coupled to and enhance each other. The coupled mechanisms of impurity 

density gradient and ion temperature gradient, studied here in detail, may provide a possible 

solution for this problem. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The impurity mode driven unstable by the presence of impurity ions with the peakness 

of the density profile opposite to that of primary ions and electrons is studied in toroidal 

magnetic configuration. The real frequency and growth rate are calculated for a wide region 

of such plasma parameters as Le,, fi, E ~ ,  q, $, and and for carbon, oxygen, and neon 

impurities. It is demonstrated that the mode is rather robust and that the growth rate 

of the mode is higher in a plasma with impurity of high charge number than that in a 

plasma with low charge number impurity. This is in line with the experimental observations 

that wall condition of the vacuum vessel, aimed at reducing high z impurities in tokamak 

plasmas, lead to better plasma confinement if the impurity mode is applied to account for 

(at least, partial) anomalous energy diffusivity measured in experiments. The effects of 

the ion temperature gradient on the impurity mode are demonstrated to be stabilizing and 

destabilizing for qi < 0 and vi > 0, respectively. 

The ion temperature gradient (or vi) mode is studied in the presence of a second ion 

species (impurity) in tokamak plasmas. The impurity species has stabilizing and destabilizing 

effects on the ITG mode for Lne/Lnz > 0 and Ln,/Lnz < 0, respectively. 

The impurity mode and the vi mode are strongly coupled to and enhance each other. It 

is impossible to distinguish between them in plasmas with Lne/Lnz < 0. In such plasmas the 

threshold value for the instability is much lower than it is in plasmas with L,e/Lnz > 0. 

The instability is possible even for Ti 5 0 in the former while the mode is unstable only 

for vi > vic N 1 in the latter. The combined mechanisms of the impurity density gradient 

and the ion temperature gradient provide 5 times higher growth rate than the pure ITG 

mode does, and may be a solution for the theoretical understanding of the difisivity in the 

periphery (r /a  > 0.8) of tokamak plasmas. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. Normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the impurity mode versus the 

ratio of density scale lengths Le, = Lne/Lnz- The specific parameters are qi = q, = 

0, fz = 0.3, and E~ = 0.1. Carbon, neon with ionization state of z = 7, and oxygen 

are considered as impurity. 

FIG. 2. The same as that in Fig. 2 but for oxygen impurity and different impurity charge 

concentration f,. 

FIG. 3. Normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the impurity mode versus En 

for vi = qz = 0, q = 2.5,3.5, and 4.5. Carbon and oxygen impurities are considered. 

FIG. 4. Normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the impurity mode versus qi 

for s  ̂= 0.5, kepi = 0.65,1, and 1.45. Carbon impurity is considered. 

FIG. 5. Normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the impurity mode versus kepi 

for Ti = 0,1, and 2. Carbon impurity is considered and = 0.5. 

FIG. 6. Normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the vi mode versus the impurity 

charge concentration f, for kepi = 0.65,l and 1.45, and carbon impurity. 

FIG. 7. Normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) versus the ratio of density scale 

lengths Le, = Ln,/LnZ for Ti = 3.3, s  ̂= 0.83, q = 1.5, E n  = 0.56, fz = 0.1,0.2, and 

0.3. Neon impurity* of ionization state z = 7 is considered. 

FIG. 8. Normalized real frequency (a) and growth rate (b) of the qi mode versus kepD in 

deuterium and carbon mixture plasmas of fz = 0.3, Le, = -2, -1, and 1. 
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FIG. 9. The numerical results from the local approximation, (a) the real frequency versus 

kepi, (b) the growth rate versus kepi, and (c) the growth rate versus fi. The pa- 

rameters are Ti = 7,s^ = 0.83,q = 1.5, Lei = Le, = l , ~ ~  = 0 . 6 5 , ~  = rZ = l , ~  = 

10, m,/mi = 20.18. 
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